Quantum defect theory of dipole and vibronic mixing in Rydberg states of CaF.
The Rydberg spectra of CaF combine the simplicity of a single electron outside a doubly closed-shell Ca2+F- ion core with the exceptional polarity of the ion core. A global multichannel quantum defect (MQDT) fit to 612 previously assigned levels, 507 from n approximately = 12-18, N=0-14, v+=1, 97 from n approximately = 9-10, N=0-14, v+=2, and 8 from n approximately = 7, N=3-10, v+=3, produces the complete L=0-3 quantum defect matrix mu (with the exception of one element) and 19 of 20 elements of the partial differentialmu/differentialR matrix, as well as the molecular constants of the CaFX 1sigma+ state [omega(e)+=694.58(14), omega(e)x(e+)=2.559(40), B(e+)=0.373 07(16) cm(-1), and the v=0, N=0 to v(+)=0, N(+)=0 ionization energy, 46,996.40(8) cm(-1)]. This experimentally determined mu(R) matrix is unusual in the completeness of its representation of the spectrum of both core-penetrating and nonpenetrating Rydberg series, including both local perturbations and vibrational autoionization rates, as well as all dynamical processes encoded in the spectrum that result from the scattering (at negative energy) of the Rydberg electron off the Ca2+F- ion core. The MQDT theory is presented in a form that clarifies the relationships of the reaction (K) and phase (P) matrices of MQDT to effective Hamiltonian models for local interactions between accidentally near degenerate levels. In particular, a Hund's case (b) like representation of the Hamiltonian is described in which the rovibronic K matrix is diagonalized and the P matrix, which contains information about the v+, N+ eigenstates of the ion, becomes nondiagonal.